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ABSTRACT

In array processing, mutual coupling between sensors has an adverse
effect on the estimation of parameters (e.g., DOA). Sparse arrays,
such as nested arrays, coprime arrays, and minimum redundancy ar-
rays (MRAs), have reduced mutual coupling compared to uniform
linear arrays (ULAs). WithN denoting the number of sensors, these
sparse arrays offer O(N2) freedoms for source estimation because
their difference coarrays have O(N2)-long ULA segments. These
arrays have different shortcomings: coprime arrays have holes in the
coarray, MRAs have no closed-form expressions, and nested arrays
have relatively large mutual coupling. This paper introduces a new
array called the super nested array, which has all the good properties
of the nested array, and at the same time reduces mutual coupling
significantly. For fixed N , the super nested array has the same phys-
ical aperture, and the same hole-free coarray as does the nested array.
But the number of sensor pairs with separation λ/2 is significantly
reduced. Many theoretical properties are proved and simulations are
included to demonstrate the superior performance of these arrays.

Index Terms— Nested arrays, coprime arrays, super nested ar-
rays, mutual coupling, DOA estimation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Array processing plays a significant role in many applications such
as radar [1], astronomy [2], tomography [2], and communications
[3]. Sensor measurements enable us to extract source profiles, such
as direction-of-arrival (DOA), radial velocity, range, power, and po-
larization [1–4]. However, in practice, electromagnetic character-
istics cause mutual coupling between sensors, making the sensor
responses interfere with each other [1]. This has an adverse ef-
fect on the estimation of parameters (e.g., DOA). State-of-the-art
approaches aim to decouple (or “remove”) the effect of mutual cou-
pling from the received data by using proper mutual coupling mod-
els [5–12]. Such methods are usually computationally expensive,
and sensitive to model mismatch.

An altogether different approach to reduce the effect of mu-
tual coupling is to use sparse arrays, in which the number of sensor
pairs with small separations (small multiples of λ/2) is much fewer
than in uniform linear arrays (ULAs). This paper is based on this
theme. Sparse arrays such as nested arrays [13], coprime arrays [14],
minimum redundancy arrays (MRA) [15] and minimum hole arrays
(MHAs) [16] have reduced mutual coupling compared to ULAs.
They also offer another important advantage over ULAs: withN de-
noting the number of sensors, these sparse arrays offer O(N2) free-
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doms for source estimation because their difference coarrays have
O(N2)-long ULA segments [13, 14]. That is, the number of un-
correlated source directions that can be estimated is increased from
N − 1 to O(N2). Typically a MUSIC algorithm is performed in the
difference coarray domain to achieve this [13, 14].

In practice, these well-known sparse arrays have some short-
comings: MRAs and MHAs do not have simple closed-form expres-
sions for the array geometry, and the sensor locations are usually
found from tabulated entries [15–17]. Coprime arrays have holes in
the coarray, so that the ULA part of the coarray is smaller than those
of the nested array and the MRA [14]. Finally nested arrays, by defi-
nition, contain a dense ULA in the physical array, resulting in signif-
icantly higher mutual coupling than coprime arrays and MRAs [13].
We will not elaborate further on MRA because there are no closed-
form expressions for the sensor locations.

The main aim of this paper is to introduce a new array configura-
tion called the super nested array, which has all the good properties
of the nested array, and at the same time achieves reduced mutual
coupling by redistributing the elements of the dense ULA part of the
parent nested array. We will show how to systematically determine
the appropriate sensor locations for any N . For fixed N (number of
sensors) the super nested array has the same physical aperture as the
parent nested array. Furthermore, its difference coarray is exactly
identical to that of the nested array and is, in particular, free from
holes. This allows us to perform coarray MUSIC using the entire
coarray as in [13]. However, unlike the nested array, the number
of sensor pairs with separation λ/2 is significantly reduced. More
quantitative statements of these properties will be given in this paper
based on the weight functionw(m) of the sparse array (wherew(m)
is the number of pairs of elements with element-spacing mλ/2).
Several other properties of the new array geometry will also be es-
tablished.

Section 2 reviews sparse array processing and mutual coupling
models. Super nested arrays are then introduced in Section 3. In
Section 4, we prove that the coarray of the super nested array is
identical to that of the parent nested array (hence hole-free). We also
show that the weight functionw(1) of the super nested array is much
smaller than that of the nested array. The improved performance
of super nested arrays under mutual coupling will be demonstrated
through examples in Section 5.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Sparse Array Processing

Assume D monochromatic far-field sources impinge on the sensor
array, where the sensor locations are nd. Here n belongs to some
integer set S and d = λ/2 denotes the minimum distance between
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Fig. 1. (a) A nested array with N1 = N2 = 5, (b) a coprime array with M = 3 and N = 5, and (c) a super nested array with N1 = N2 = 5.
Bullets stand for physical sensors and crosses represent empty space.

sensors. For the ith source, its complex amplitude is written as Ai
and its direction-of-arrival (DOA) is denoted by θi ∈ [−π/2, π/2).
The measurement vector xS on the sensor array S can be modeled as
follows:

xS =

D∑
i=1

AivS
(
θ̄i
)

+ nS, (1)

where vS(θ̄i) = [ej2πθ̄in]n∈S are steering vectors and nS is the ad-
ditive noise term. θ̄i = (d/λ) sin θi is the normalized DOA, with
−1/2 ≤ θ̄i < 1/2. The parameters Ai and nS are assumed to be
zero-mean, uncorrelated random variables with E[AiA

∗
j ] = σ2

i δi,j
and E[nSn

H
S ] = σ2I. θ̄i is considered to be fixed but unknown.

The covariance matrix of xS can be expressed as

RxS =

D∑
i=1

σ2
i vS(θ̄i)v

H
S (θ̄i) + σ2I. (2)

Since the entries in vS(θ̄i)v
H
S (θ̄i) are of the form ej2πθ̄i(n1−n2),

where n1, n2 ∈ S, it enables us to reshape (2) into an autocorrelation
vector xD as in [13, 18]

xD =

D∑
i=1

σ2
i vD(θ̄i) + σ2e0, (3)

where 〈e0〉m = δm,0 for m ∈ D and δi,j is the Kronecker delta.
Here 〈·〉m denotes the signal value on the support m ∈ D [19]. For
instance, if D = {−1, 0, 1} and xD = [1 − j, 2, 1 + j]T , then
〈xD〉−1 = 1 − j, 〈xD〉0 = 2, and 〈xD〉1 = 1 + j. D is called the
difference coarray of S, defined by

Definition 1 (Difference coarray). For a sparse array speci-
fied by an integer set S, its difference coarray D is defined as
D = {n1 − n2 | n1, n2 ∈ S} .

In other words, the original model (1) in the physical array do-
main S, is converted into another model (3) in the difference coarray
domain D. An array is said to be a restricted array [15] if the differ-
ence coarray is hole free. The following definitions are useful:

Definition 2 (Uniform DOF). Given an array S, let U denote the
maximum central ULA segment of its difference coarray. The num-
ber of elements in U is called the uniform degrees of freedom or
“uniform DOF” of S.

If the uniform DOF is F , then the number of uncorrelated
sources that can be identified by using coarray MUSIC is (F −1)/2
[13, 18].

Definition 3 (Weight functions). The weight function w(m) of an
array S is defined as the number of sensor pairs that lead to coarray
index m. Namely,

w(m) =
∣∣{(n1, n2) ∈ S2 | n1 − n2 = m

}∣∣ , m ∈ D.

Nested arrays [13] and coprime arrays [14] are two useful types
of sparse arrays which provide O(N2) uniform DOF using N sen-
sors [13, 14, 18, 20–22], and are demonstrated in Figs. 1(a), (b). Of
these, only nested arrays have hole-free coarrays. Both arrays have
simple expressions for sensor locations. For nested arrays, the sensor
locations are given by

Snested = {1, . . . , N1, (N1 + 1), . . . N2(N1 + 1)} , (4)

where N1 and N2 are positive integers. The sensor locations for
coprime arrays are

Scoprime = {0,M, . . . , (N − 1)M,N, . . . , (2M − 1)N} , (5)

where M and N are a coprime pair of positive integers.

2.2. Mutual Coupling

Equation (1) assumes that the sensors do not interfere with each
other. In practice, any sensor output is influenced by its neighbor-
ing elements, due to mutual electromagnetic coupling.

Mutual coupling can be incorporated into (1) as follows:

xS =

D∑
i=1

AiCvS(θ̄i) + nS, (6)

where C is a mutual coupling matrix that can be obtained from elec-
tromagnetics. The mutual coupling matrix C can be approximated
by a B-banded symmetric Toeplitz matrix in the ULA configura-
tion [5, 7] as follows:

〈C〉n1,n2 =

{
c|n1−n2|, if |n1 − n2| ≤ B,
0, otherwise,

(7)

where n1, n2 ∈ S and coupling coefficients c0, c1, . . . , cB satisfy
1 = c0 > |c1| > |c2| > · · · > |cB |. It is assumed that the mag-
nitudes of coupling coefficients are inversely proportional to their



sensor separations [5], i.e. |ck/c`| = `/k. There also exist more
sophisticated models based on electromagnetics [8, 23].

To counteract mutual coupling, the standard approach is to esti-
mate mutual coupling and source profiles based on the received data
and particular mutual coupling models [5, 7–10, 12]. For instance,
BouDaher et al. considered DOA estimation with coprime arrays in
the presence of mutual coupling [12]. Their algorithm jointly es-
timated the mutual coupling matrix C, the source power, and the
DOA under certain optimization criterion. At the expense of some
extra computations, this approach estimates the true DOA satisfacto-
rily. In principle, all of the above decoupling methods are applicable
with the super nested arrays to be developed in this paper, and can
only improve the performance further.

3. SENSOR LOCATIONS IN SUPER NESTED ARRAYS

In this section, we develop super nested arrays. For fixed number
of sensors, these have the same physical aperture and the same dif-
ference coarray enjoyed by nested arrays (in particular there are no
holes in coarray). But they have reduced mutual coupling because
of smaller values of the crucial weight function w(1).

To develop some feeling for super nested arrays, let us consider
the super nested array with N1 = N2 = 5, as shown in Fig. 1(c). It
can be observed that there are N1 + N2 = 10 sensors and the total
aperture is 29. The difference coarray for (c) comprises consecutive
integers from −29 to 29 (Section 4). Note that these array profiles
are identical to those for the nested array in Fig. 1(a). The only
difference is that, super nested arrays are qualitatively sparser than
nested arrays and mutual coupling effects are reduced as we shall
see. Here is the formal definition:

Definition 4 (Super nested arrays). Assume N1 and N2 are integers
satisfying N1 ≥ 4 and N2 ≥ 3. Super nested arrays are specified
by the integer set S(2), defined by

S(2) = X(2)
1 ∪ Y(2)

1 ∪ X(2)
2 ∪ Y(2)

2 ∪ Z(2)
1 ∪ Z(2)

2 ,

where

X(2)
1 = {1 + 2` | 0 ≤ ` ≤ A1} ,

Y(2)
1 = {(N1 + 1)− (1 + 2`) | 0 ≤ ` ≤ B1} ,

X(2)
2 = {(N1 + 1) + (2 + 2`) | 0 ≤ ` ≤ A2} ,

Y(2)
2 = {2(N1 + 1)− (2 + 2`) | 0 ≤ ` ≤ B2} ,

Z(2)
1 = {`(N1 + 1) | 2 ≤ ` ≤ N2} ,

Z(2)
2 = {N2(N1 + 1)− 1} .

The parameters A1, B1, A2, and B2 are defined as

(A1, B1, A2, B2)=


(r, r−1, r−1, r−2), if N1 = 4r,

(r, r−1, r−1, r−1), if N1 = 4r + 1,

(r+1, r−1, r, r−2), if N1 = 4r + 2,

(r, r, r, r−1), if N1 = 4r + 3,

where r is an integer.

First we will verify that Definition 4 leads to Fig. 1(c) exactly.
Setting N1 = N2 = 5 in Definition 4 yields A1 = 1, B1 = A2 =
B2 = 0, and

X(2)
1 = {1, 3}, Y(2)

1 = {5}, X(2)
2 = {8}, Y(2)

2 = {10},

Z(2)
1 = {12, 18, 24, 30}, Z(2)

2 = {29},

which are the sensors in Fig. 1(c). Notice that Definition 4 can be
used to find sensor locations for arbitrarily large N1 and N2. In
addition, it can be inferred from Definition 4 that X(2)

1 , Y(2)
1 , X(2)

2 ,
Y(2)

2 , and Z(2)
1 are all ULAs with inter-element spacing 2, 2, 2, 2,

and N1 + 1, respectively.
Next, the relationship between nested arrays and super nested

arrays is elaborated using Fig. 1. Most sensor locations remain un-
changed, except for some sensor locations. In this example, we start
with the parent nested array in Fig. 1(a) and then relocate some sen-
sors, from location 2 to 8, 4 to 10, and 6 to 29, yielding the super
nested array in Fig. 1(c).

4. COARRAY PROPERTIES

The importance of super nested arrays arises from the three proper-
ties given below in Theorem 1, Corollary 1, and Theorem 2.

Theorem 1. Super nested arrays are restricted arrays, i.e., they
have hole-free difference coarrays.

Proof. The proof is quite involved and can be found in [24].

Corollary 1. Super nested arrays have the same coarray as their
parent nested arrays.

Proof. According Definition 4, super nested arrays share the same
boundary points, located at 1 andN2(N1 +1), as their parent nested
arrays. In addition, both of them are restricted arrays (Theorem 1).
Therefore, they possess the same coarray.

Theorem 2. Let S(2) be a super nested array withN1 ≥ 4,N2 ≥ 3.
Its weight function w(m) satisfies

w(1) =

{
2, if N1 is even,
1, if N1 is odd.

, w(2) =

{
N1 − 3, if N1 is even,
N1 − 1, if N1 is odd,

w(3) =


3, if N1 = 4, 6,

4, if N1 is even, N1 ≥ 8,

1, if N1 is odd,

For comparison, the first three weight function for nested arrays
[13] and coprime arrays [14, 18] are

Nested: w(1) =N1, w(2) =N1−1, w(3) =N1−2, (8)
Coprime: w(1) =2, w(2) =2, w(3) =2, (9)

where N1, N2 for nested arrays and M , N for coprime arrays are
sufficiently large. Clearly, super nested arrays have much smaller
w(1) and w(3) compared to nested arrays. Although coprime arrays
have smaller weights, they have holes in the coarray. Theorem 2 in-
dicates that super nested arrays are qualitatively sparser than nested
arrays and comparable to coprime arrays, so that mutual coupling is
much less severe. The proof of the expression for w(1) in Theorem
2 is given below. The proof forw(2) andw(3) can be found in [24].

Proof for w(1). According to Definition 4, X(2)
1 , Y(2)

1 , X(2)
2 , Y(2)

2 ,
and Z(2)

1 are all ULA with sensor separation at least 2. Besides,
their array apertures do not overlap. It is sufficient to consider
their boundary points. Whenever N1 is even or odd, the sensors at
N2(N1 + 1) − 1 and N2(N1 + 1) contribute to one pair in w(1).
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Fig. 2. Comparison among (a) nested arrays, (b) coprime arrays, and (c) super nested arrays in the presence of mutual coupling. The MUSIC
spectra P (θ̄) are computed under 0dB SNR, 500 snapshots, 10 sensors, and D = 11 sources, as marked by ticks on the θ̄ axis. The mutual
coupling model (7) has c1 = 0.5ejπ/3, c` = c1e

−jπ(`−1)/8/`, and B = 100.

On the other hand, the maximum element in X(2)
1 and the minimum

element in Y(2)
1 lead to the following difference:

(N1 + 1)− (1 + 2B1)− (1 + 2A1) =

{
1, if N1 is even,
2, if N1 is odd.

(10)

That is, when N1 is even, we will have an additional pair of sensors
giving rise to w(1).

Summarizing, super nested arrays are generalizations of nested
arrays. First of all, there is a simple closed-form expression for sen-
sor locations, as in the case of nested and coprime arrays (and un-
like MRAs). Second, for a fixed number of sensors, the physical
aperture and the difference coarray are exactly identical to those of
nested arrays, so that the uniform DOF for DOA estimation remains
unchanged. In particular, there are no holes in the coarray unlike
coprime arrays. Finally, as in coprime arrays, the mutual coupling
effects are much less severe than in nested arrays, because the sen-
sors in the dense ULA part of the nested array have now been redis-
tributed. In short, the super nested array combines the best features
of nested and coprime arrays.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we compare the DOA estimation performance in the
presence of mutual coupling, among nested arrays, coprime arrays,
and super nested arrays. The number of sensors is fixed to be 10.
The sensor locations for nested arrays, coprime arrays, and super
nested arrays are illustrated in Fig. 1(a), (b), and (c), respectively.

The first row in Fig. 2 lists the associated weight functions. It
can be observed that the nested array and the super nested array have
the same coarray, ranging from −29 to 29, and there are no holes.
This result is consistent with Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. On the
other hand, the coprime array exhibits holes and the largest contigu-
ous ULA segment in its coarray ranges from −17 to 17. Hence,

the maximum number of resolvable sources for the nested array, the
coprime array, and the super nested array are 29, 17, and 29, respec-
tively. In addition, the weight function w(1) for the nested array,
the coprime array, and the super nested array are 5, 2, and 1, respec-
tively, which is in accordance with (8), (9) and Theorem 2.

Next, the second row of Fig. 2 demonstrates the MUSIC spec-
trum P (θ̄) for various array configurations. The parameters are 0
dB SNR, 500 snapshots, and D = 11 uncorrelated sources (> num-
ber of sensors, 10), located at θ̄i = −0.2 + 0.4(i − 1)/10 for
1 ≤ i ≤ 11. The mutual coupling model is based on (7) with
c1 = 0.5ejπ/3, c` = c1e

−jπ(`−1)/8/`, and B = 100. Accord-
ing to [19], the coarray MUSIC algorithm is evaluated directly from
xS (6) without using any decoupling algorithms. Note that these
results can be further improved by a variety of decoupling algo-
rithms [5,7–10,12]. Our setting provides a baseline performance for
different arrays. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that only the super nested
array is capable of distinguishing 11 sources robustly while both the
nested array and the coprime array display false peaks. To compare
the result quantitatively, the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) is de-
fined as E = (

∑D
i=1 (ˆ̄θi − θ̄i)2/D)1/2, where ˆ̄θi denotes the esti-

mated normalized DOA of the ith source and θ̄i is the true normal-
ized DOA. The RMSE for the super nested array (E = 0.00282) is
much smaller that those of the nested and coprime arrays. This result
shows that the super nested array is very promising in the presence
of mutual coupling, even when no decoupling algorithm is adapted.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we introduced super nested arrays. We showed that
they share many of the good properties of nested arrays but at the
same time, have reduced mutual coupling effects. One future direc-
tion for further improvement would be to use these arrays in con-
junction with techniques which decouple or compensate the effect
of mutual coupling [5, 7–10, 12]. Another direction would be the
extension of these ideas to planar arrays.
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